We have conducted an extensive phylogenetic analysis of polymorphic alleles from human and mouse major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and class II genes. The phylogenetic tree obtained for 212 complete human class I allele sequences (HLA-A, -B, and -C) has shown that all alleles from the same locus form a single cluster, which is highly supported by bootstrap values, except for one HLA-B allele (HLA-B*7301). Mouse MHC class I loci did not show locus-specific clusters of polymorphic alleles. This was considered to be because of either interlocus genetic exchange or the confusing designation of loci in different haplotypes at the present time. The locus specificity of polymorphic alleles was also observed in human and mouse MHC class II loci. It was therefore concluded that interlocus recombination or gene conversion is not very important for generating MHC diversity, with a possible exception of mouse class I loci. According to the phylogenetic trees of complete coding sequences, we classified human MHC class I (HLA-A, -B , and -C) and class II (DRB1) alleles into three to five major allelic lineages (groups), which were monophyletic with high bootstrap values. Most of these allelic groups remained unchanged even in phylogenetic trees based on individual exons, though this does not exclude the possibility of intralocus recombination involving short DNA segments. These results, together with the previous observation that MHC loci are subject to frequent duplication and deletion, as well as to balancing selection, indicate that MHC evolution in mammals is in agreement with the birth-and-death model of evolution, rather than with the model of concerted evolution.
Introduction
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) plays an important role in the regulation of immune response in vertebrates. MHC molecules can be divided into two groups: class I and class II molecules. The class I MHC molecule consists of an ␣ chain and a ␤ 2 -microglobulin (␤ 2 m). The class I ␣ chain has three extracellular domains (␣ 1 , ␣ 2 , and ␣ 3 ), a transmembrane portion, and a cytoplasmic tail. The ␣ 3 domain associates noncovalently with ␤ 2 m. The class II MHC molecule consists of noncovalently associated ␣ and ␤ chains, which are encoded by the class II ␣-chain (A) and ␤-chain (B) genes, respectively. Each chain is composed of two extracellular domains (designated as ␣ 1 and ␣ 2 in the ␣ chain and as ␤1 and ␤2 in the ␤ chain), a transmembrane portion, and a cytoplasmic tail (Klein 1986) .
A remarkable feature of MHC genes is the extremely high degree of genetic polymorphism within loci, and some allelic lineages apparently have coexisted in the population for a long evolutionary time encompassing several speciation events (Klein and Figueroa 1986; Lawlor et al. 1988; Mayer et al. 1988; McConnell et al. 1988; Klein, Takahata and Ayala 1993) . The primary factor for maintaining this high degree of polymorphism seems to be overdominant selection operating at the antigen recognition sites of MHC molecules (Hughes and Nei 1988) . However, to explain the diversity and evolution of MHC and immunoglobulin (Ig) genes, a number of authors invoked concerted evolution, in which polymorphism is assumed to be generated by interlocus recombination or by gene conversion (e.g., Ohta 1983; Weiss et al. 1983; Lawlor et al. 1990 ). However, this view has been questioned on the ground that the member genes of Ig and MHC multigene families are not necessarily more closely related to one another than to the genes from different species (Gojobori and Nei 1984; Hughes and Nei 1989a; Nei and Hughes 1991; Ota and Nei 1994) . By contrast, Nei and Hughes (1992) and Ota and Nei (1994) proposed the birth-anddeath model of evolution to explain the long-term evolution of MHC and Ig genes. In this model, new genes are created by repeated gene duplications, and some duplicate genes are maintained in the genome for a long time, but others are deleted or have become nonfunctional through deleterious mutations. A similar mechanism called the accordion model was also proposed by . Evidence supporting the birth-anddeath model has accumulated (Nei and Hughes 1992; Ota and Nei 1994; Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova 1997) , but the controversy over the two competing hypotheses is still continuing (e.g., Pease et al. 1993; Hogstrand and Bohme 1994; Brunsberg et al. 1996; Yun, Melvold, and Pease 1997) . Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova (1997) attempted to resolve this controversy by examining the pattern of phylogenetic trees of polymorphic alleles from different loci of the MHC. If concerted evolution is the major mechanism for generating MHC polymorphism, one would expect that alleles from the same locus would not form a monophyletic cluster because some alleles at a locus should have been derived from other loci by interlocus recombination or gene conversion. By contrast, if birthand-death evolution and overdominant selection are important mechanisms, as claimed by Nei and Hughes (1992) , the alleles from different loci are expected to 148 Gu and Nei form different clusters. Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova (1997) showed that this is indeed the case, but their analysis was based on relatively small data sets. In this paper, we present results from a more comprehensive study using almost all data. Our purpose is not to enumerate every possible case of gene conversion or recombination but to evaluate the relative importance of gene conversion and point mutation in generating genetic diversity within and between populations. Note that in natural populations, many new mutant alleles are eliminated by purifying selection and genetic drift (Nei 1987) , and only a minority of mutant alleles are incorporated into the population.
Materials and Methods
In humans, MHC (HLA) class I and class II genes are located on chromosome 6 and form two separate clusters. The class I MHC comprises three highly expressed and highly polymorphic loci, HLA-A, -B, and -C, which are called classical class I genes and are usually designated as Ia. In addition, there are many nonclassical class I genes with limited expression and low polymorphism (designated as Ib) and many pseudogenes in the MHC class I gene cluster (e.g., E, F, and G genes; Klein and O'Huigin 1994) . The definition of nonclassical genes is not always consistent in the literature, and pseudogenes are often included in the Ib group. The function of Ib genes has not been well understood, though some of them have existed in the genome for a long time (Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova 1997) . In this paper, we are primarily interested in the polymorphic pattern of three Ia loci (HLA-A, -B, and -C). The nucleotide sequences of the HLA-A, -B, and -C loci were obtained from the database established by P. Parham (http:// www.swmed.edu), which contains a total of 67 alleles from locus HLA-A, 149 alleles from locus HLA-B, and 39 alleles from locus HLA-C. Excluding partial sequences, we used 56 HLA-A alleles (20 subtypes), 122 HLA-B alleles (30 subtypes), and 34 HLA-C alleles (14 subtypes) in this study.
The human class II gene cluster contains six major gene regions: DP, DN, DM, DO, DQ, and DR (Trowsdale 1995) . Each of the DP, DM, DQ, and DR regions consists of at least one A-gene locus and at least one Bgene locus, which encode the ␣ and ␤ subunits of the class II MHC molecules, respectively. Here, we are concerned with loci DQA1, DQB1, DRA, DRB1, DPA1, and DPB1, which are universally expressed, highly polymorphic, and present in all haplotypes. Nucleotide sequences for these genes were obtained from the database in the network Histo (http://histo.cryst.bbk.ac.uk and http://ebi.ac.uk). The numbers of alleles so far available are 15, 25, 2, 135, 8, and 65 for loci DQA1, DQB1, DRA, DRB1, DPA1, and DPB1, respectively (see also Parham and Ohta 1996) . We used 64 alleles whose complete sequences were available.
In mice, the MHC (H-2) gene cluster is located on chromosome 17. There are three Ia loci, K, L, and D, but most haplotypes do not have locus L. The mouse Ia genes are not orthologous with human Ia genes (Klein and Figueroa 1986; Hughes and Nei 1989a (Klein 1986, Hughes and ). Most of the mouse DP region has been lost, and only one pseudogene (A␤3, also called Pb) remains (Trowsdale 1995) . The A␤3 gene was excluded from the present study because only one partial sequence was available. Nucleotide sequences for mouse MHC genes were obtained from the database in Histo (http://histo.cryst.bbk.ac.uk) or from GenBank.
The genetic diversity of MHC loci has been extensively studied in many different organisms (e.g., Watkins, Hodi, and Letvin [1988] studied New World Monkeys; Zoorob et al. [1993] studied chicken; Sato et al. [1993] studied Xenopus; Edwards, Wakeland and Potts [1995] studied songbirds; and Hashimoto, Nakanishi, and Kurosawa [1992] studied sharks). However, largesequence data sets that can be used for a comprehensive phylogenetic analysis are available only in humans and mice. Note that the complete allelic sequences are not only important for conducting a reliable phylogenetic analysis but also useful for studying interlocus or interallelic recombination. In some organisms, cDNA sequences are available, but they are not appropriate for our study because it is unclear whether they come from the same locus or from different loci. Figure 1 shows the phylogenetic tree of human MHC class Ia genes and alleles (HLA-A, -B, and -C). This tree was constructed by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987 ) from complete coding sequences (1,113 bp). The tree was rooted by using mouse Ia genes K and L as outgroups. Strikingly, all alleles from the same locus form a single cluster in the phylogenetic tree, and the genetic distances between loci are much larger than the average distance within loci. The bootstrap values for the monophyletic groups of HLA-A alleles and of HLA-C alleles are both 100%. All HLA-B alleles form a single cluster, but the bootstrap value is very low (Ͻ50%). This low bootstrap value is caused by one outlier allele, HLA-B*7301, and if we eliminate this allele, the bootstrap value for HLA-B alleles becomes 93%. These results indicate that interlocus recombination (or gene conversion) has not played an important role in the generation of genetic diversity at these loci. A similar conclusion has been reached by Parham et al. (1988) (Saitou and Nei 1987) , with Jukes-Cantor (1969) distances for complete coding sequences (1,113 bp). This tree was rooted by mouse class Ia genes as outgroups. The numbers for interior branches refer to the bootstrap values with 500 replications; values below 50% are not given. At locus HLA-A, five (monophyletic) groups can be identified. Group A-I consists of subtypes A23 and A24; group A-II consists of A01, A03, A11, A30, A36, and A80; group A-III consists of A29, A31, A32, A33, and A74; group A-IV consists of A25, A26, A34, A43, and A66; and group A-V consists of A02, A68, and A69. At locus HLA-B, three (monophyletic) groups can be identified. Group B-I consists of subtypes B07, B08, B13, B15, B18, B27, B35, B37, B40, B41, B42, B44, B46, B47, B48, B51, B52, B53, B57, B58, B78 , and B81; group B-II consists of B54, B55, B56, and B59; and group B-III consists of B14, B38, B39, and B67. At locus HLA-C, four (monophyletic) groups can be identified. Group C-I consists of subtype C07; group C-II consists of C03; group C-III consists of C01, C04, C14, and C18; and group C-IV consists of C02, C05, C06, C08, C12, C13, C15, and C16. type of each allele, so that HLA-B*7301 refers to allele 01 that belongs to subtype HLA-B73). This allele is clustered with other HLA-B alleles with a bootstrap value of 46%, and the average nucleotide difference between HLA-B*7301 and other HLA-B alleles (ϳ6%) is about twice as large as the average nucleotide difference for other HLA-B alleles (ϳ3%). Parham et al. (1994) speculated that HLA-B*7301 may represent an ancient lineage, but it contains several nucleotide substitutions previously observed only in some HLA-A and -C alleles (Vilches et al. 1994) .
Results

Locus Specificity of Human Classical Class I Alleles
We therefore compared the DNA sequence of allele HLA-B*7301 with the sequences of other alleles. This comparison showed that while this allele is similar to other HLA-B alleles in exons 2 and 3, it is more similar to HLA-C alleles in exons 4-8 than to other HLA-B alleles. The chimeric structure of HLA-B*7301 can be shown by exon-based phylogenetic analysis. Figure 2 shows the phylogenetic trees constructed from each of exons 2, 3, and 4, which encode class I MHC domains ␣1, ␣2, and ␣3, respectively, and from the region including exons 5 to 8, which encode the transmembrane portion and the cytoplasmic tail. It is interesting to note that exons 2 and 3 of HLA-B*7301 clearly belong to the HLA-B allele cluster (panels A and B), whereas exon 4 and exons 5-8 are clustered with those of HLA-C-alleles with a 97% bootstrap value (panels C and D). Thus, HLA-B*7301 seems to be a hybrid allele with HLA-Blike exons 2-3 and HLA-C-like exons 4-8, which was generated by interlocus recombination. This interlocus recombination may have occurred shortly after the separation of human Ia loci HLA-B and -C when the sequence divergence between them was relatively small; exon 4 of allele HLA-B*7301 differs considerably from that of HLA-C-alleles (data not shown, but see fig. 2c and d). Interestingly, a similar intron-mediated interlocus recombination has been proposed by Hughes and Nei (1989b) for the formation of the present HLA-A locus from the ancient HLA-E and HLA-A loci that apparently occurred about 20 million years ago.
In short, among 212 complete sequences obtained from human MHC Ia loci HLA-A, -B, and -C, there was only one allele (HLA-B*7301) that was apparently created by interlocus recombination. Therefore, the contribution of interlocus recombination to genetic diversity of the present-day human MHC class I genes seems to be generally small. Of course, the phylogenetic analysis used here would not detect a small number of gene conversions involving a few nucleotide changes. Therefore, the present study does not completely rule out the possible occurrence of gene conversion. However, if gene conversion between different loci occurs so frequently as to enhance the extent of genetic variability at a locus, the locus specificity of polymorphic alleles as shown here would not be observed.
Major Lineages of Human Class Ia Alleles
On the basis of the phylogenetic analysis shown in figure 1 , we can classify polymorphic alleles from the same locus into several monophyletic groups, i.e., major allelic lineages. HLA-A alleles can be classified into five groups (A-I to A-V), which are supported by bootstrap values of 65% to 99%. Similarly, HLA-C alleles can be classified into four groups (C-I to C-IV), with high bootstrap values. Most of these groups include many allelic subtypes (see the legend for fig. 1 ), and different allelic subtypes may be intermingled within each group. The fact that there are highly significant monophyletic clusters of polymorphic alleles at the HLA-A and HLA-C loci supports that at these loci, the frequency of occurrence of interallelic recombinations, if any, is relatively low. This observation is consistent with the conclusion obtained by McAdam et al. (1994) and by Yeager and Hughes (1996) . Furthermore, our analysis has shown that with a few exceptions, the major allelic clusters at locus HLA-A or HLA-C largely remained unchanged in phylogenetic trees based on different exons (data not shown).
At the HLA-B locus, however, the phylogenetic relationships among different alleles are not very clear ( fig. 1) . We can only classify them into three groups, i.e., B-I, comprising most of the B allele subtypes; B-II, comprising subtypes B54, B55, B56, and B59 (87% bootstrap value); and B-III, comprising subtypes B14, B38, B39, and B67 (96% bootstrap value). The B-I group consists of several allelic clusters, but they are not statistically significant even when the complete coding sequences are used. This low resolution of HLA-B allelic lineages is probably caused by a relatively high rate of interallelic recombination as documented at this locus (e.g., Watkins et al. 1992; Santos et al. 1996; Marcos et al. 1997 ).
Polymorphic Pattern of Human Class II Loci
We constructed phylogenetic trees of alleles from three polymorphic class II A loci: DQA1, DRA, and DPA1 (Klein and Figueroa 1986) , using complete coding sequences. As shown in figure 3, all alleles from the same locus exclusively form a single cluster in phylogenetic analysis, with a bootstrap value of 100%. The same pattern was observed in human class II B genes (DRB1, DPB1, and DQB1; fig. 4 ). Therefore, there is no clear-cut indication of interlocus recombination in human class II A and B genes. Our results are more reliable than those based on only exon 2 or 3 sequences (e.g., Gyllensten and Erlich 1989; Gyllensten, Sundvall, and Erlich 1991; Brunsberg et al. 1996) . Brunsberg et al. (1996) reported that alleles from different pig MHC II B loci were intermingled and regarded this as evidence for interlocus recombination. Since their sequence data were from cDNA clones, Brunsberg et al. (1996) conducted a phylogenetic analysis for locus identification. We have reanalyzed their data and found that the bootstrap values of the tree are quite low (data not shown).
FIG. 3.-Phylogenetic tree of alleles from human MHC class II
A loci, using complete coding sequences. DMA is known to be related to other genes (Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova 1997) .
FIG. 4.-Phylogenetic tree of alleles from human MHC class II B loci, using complete coding sequences. DMB is known to be related to other genes. DRB1 alleles can be classified into five allelic groups. DRB-I includes subtypes DRB1-03, -08, -11, -12, and -13. DRB-II includes subtypes DRB-15 and -16. DRB-III includes subtype DRB-04. DRB-IV includes subtype DRB-01. DRB-V includes subtypes DRB1-07 and -09.
In general, our results support the earlier conclusions of Klein et al. (1989) and of Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova (1997) that interlocus recombination has not played an important role for generating a high degree of polymorphism at human class II loci.
According to the phylogenetic tree in figure 4 , DRB1 alleles can be classified into five groups (DRB1-I to DRB1-V), supported by bootstrap values of 82% to 100% (see the legend for fig. 4 for details) . These allelic groups do not correspond to the five human haplotypes known in the DRB region (Svensson et al. 1996) . Interestingly, when phylogenetic trees are constructed separately for exons 2, 3, or 4, these five major groups always remain monophyletic (data not shown). These results suggest that at least the intron-mediated interallelic recombination does not occur frequently at the human DRB1 locus. However, the allelic classification for human class II alleles should be based on complete coding sequences since that method is statistically more reliable than that based on single exons (e.g., Klein and O'Huigin 1995) . Gyllensten, Sundvall, and Erlich (1991) suggested that the part of the sequences of exon 2 encoding ␤-sheet and the part of those encoding ␣-helix have different evolutionary histories and interpreted this difference as being due to interallelic recombination or gene conversion. One cannot exclude this possibility, but we should be cautious 152 Gu and Nei FIG. 5 .-Phylogenetic tree of alleles from mouse MHC class I loci, using complete coding sequences. Human HLA-C*1205 was used as an outgroup. This tree is different from that of Hughes (1991) , partly because different allelic sequences are used and partly because Hughes (1991) used nonsynonymous substitutions for constructing the tree. about their conclusion because they did not conduct any statistical test of their phylogenetic tree. Since the numbers of nucleotides in the ␣-helix and ␤-sheet regions are only 54 and 106, respectively, the phylogenetic difference found by Gyllensten, Sundvall, and Erlich (1991) could be caused by stochastic errors. In addition, phylogenetic reconstruction based on only the peptide-binding region could be misleading because positive selection and/or convergent evolution apparently occurs in this region.
Polymorphic Pattern of Mouse Class I Loci
In mice, the genomic organization of class Ia loci varies with inbred strain or haplotype because of gene deletion and duplication, and it is often difficult to identify the same genetic loci among different haplotypes (Stroynowski 1990) . For example, the L locus is missing in many haplotypes, whereas the D locus is duplicated in some haplotypes. The number of Ib Qa loci also varies extensively with haplotype. Yet, the polymorphic alleles at the K, D, and L loci have been studied at the DNA sequence level. The phylogenetic tree for alleles for which the complete sequences are available is presented in figure 5 . Unlike the previous trees, this tree does not show a locus specificity of polymorphic alleles. Thus, the alleles at the K locus form two separate clusters, whereas those of the D locus are not monophyletic. Only the alleles that belong to locus L show a clear monophyly. Furthermore, the genes from Ib Qa loci are clearly separate from the alleles at the Ia loci.
A simple interpretation of these results would be that the locus specificity of polymorphic alleles has been lost by interlocus recombination between loci. In fact, there are a number of reports that suggest the occurrence of interlocus recombination or gene conversion at mouse class I loci (e.g., Weiss et al. 1983; Pease et al. 1983 Pease et al. , 1993 Yun, Melvold, and Pease 1997) . However, it is also possible that some of the above results are due to misidentification of alleles at different loci (Hughes 1991) . To clarify the evolutionary relationship of alleles from different class Ia loci in mice, it seems to be necessary to establish the genomic maps of genes in all haplotypes.
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FIG. 6.-Phylogenetic tree of alleles from mouse MHC class II-A loci, using complete coding sequences. The traditional designations for these alleles are quite complicated. Here, we use simplified designations for general readers. A detailed list of these alleles is available upon request.
FIG. 7.-Phylogenetic tree of alleles in mouse MHC class II B genes, using complete coding sequences. See the legend for figure 6 for the designations of alleles. The root of this tree was determined by using chicken MHC class II B sequences (see Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova 1997, fig. 6 ).
Polymorphic Pattern of Mouse Class II Loci
In mice, there are nine and four complete sequences available for the class II A␣ and E␣ loci, respectively. The phylogenetic tree for these sequences, presented in figure 6 , clearly shows that A␣ and E␣ alleles form separate clusters, as in the case of the alleles of human class II loci, and there is no indication of interlocus recombination.
As indicated before, the mouse A␤1, A␤2 and A␤3 loci are orthologous to the human DQB1, DOB, and DPB loci, whereas the mouse E␤1 locus is orthologous to the human DRB1 locus and the mouse E␤2 is an unexpressed duplicated gene of E␤1. We collected 32 and 12 complete sequences from loci A␤1 and E␤1, respectively, and collected several A␤2 and E␤2 sequences and conducted a phylogenetic tree ( fig. 7) . In this tree, all the alleles from the same locus form a single cluster with a 100 percent bootstrap value, and there is no overlap of alleles among different loci. Therefore, the polymorphic pattern of mouse MHC class II genes indicates no extensive interlocus recombination, as in the case of human genes. Incidentally, it appears that the alleles at the E␤2 and A␤2 loci have evolved faster than the alleles at the E␤1 and A␤1 loci.
The clear-cut locus specificity of polymorphic alleles at the mouse class II ␤ loci is contradictory with the experimental result that an allele at the E␤ locus was converted by an allele at the A␤ locus (Hogstrand and Bohme 1994) . Possible reasons for this discrepancy will be discussed later.
Discussion
We have seen that in human and mouse MHC loci, polymorphic alleles from the same locus generally form a monophyletic cluster, except in the mouse class I loci, where the relationship of different alleles from different loci is not well established. This indicates that the effect of interlocus recombination or gene conversion on MHC diversity is reasonably small, though it does not completely rule out the possible occurrence of these events. As mentioned earlier, this observation is somewhat contradictory with some experimental evidence that suggests the occurrence of interlocus gene conversion in mice (Hogstrand and Bohme 1994; Yun, Melvold, and Pease 1997) . Hogstrand and Bohme (1994) estimated that the frequency of gene conversion between loci E␤ and A␤ is 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 per sperm per generation. If this estimate is representative, one would expect that the alleles from loci E␤1 and A␤1 are intermingled when phylogenetic analysis is conducted. However, the phylogenetic tree given in figure 7 shows that the alleles from the two loci are clearly separate. This suggests either that the current estimate of the frequency of gene conversion is too high or that many gene conversions observed in the mouse experiment are not fixed in natural populations of mice because of selective disadvantage compared with wild-type alleles. As mentioned earlier, most MHC alleles are subject to overdominance or to some other type of balancing selection. It is then possible that many mutant alleles generated by gene conversion are not selectively advantageous and are eliminated in natural populations. If this is the case, the contribution of interlocus recombination to MHC diversity would not be as large as one might expect from experimental data.
Another problem that occurs with the gene conversion hypothesis is the long persistence of polymorphic alleles. Many MHC alleles are known to persist in the population for tens of millions of years (Klein and Figueroa 1986; Nei and Hughes 1991) . If gene conversion occurs very often, the selective advantage of an allele (in heterozygous condition) would change from time to time, and the allele would not persist in the population for a long time (Takahata and Nei 1990) .
Some authors have argued that some gene conversion may involve a small number of nucleotide changes, often as small as one or two (e.g., Watkins et al. 1992) . Particularly when two consecutive nucleotide changes (e.g., AG → GA) are observed, gene conversion is usually invoked (Yun, Melvold, and Pease 1997) . In these cases, however, the distinction between gene conversion and point mutation becomes moot, because a single mutational event may generate two or three nucleotide changes (Ripley 1991; Wolfe and Sharp 1993) .
So far, we have considered interlocus recombination or gene conversion. In recent years, many authors (e.g., Gyllensten, Sundvall, and Erlich 1991; Belich et al. 1992; Watkins et al. 1992; McAdam et al. 1994; Zangenberg et al. 1995; Marcos et al. 1997) have reported cases in which intralocus gene conversion apparently occurred. These reports have been concerned primarily with highly polymorphic loci, such as the HLA-B locus. The phylogenetic analysis in this study also suggested that at the HLA-B locus, interallelic recombination apparently occurred with a relatively high frequency. At other loci, however, allelic clusters with high bootstrap values are observed, suggesting that interallelic recombination or gene conversion is not as frequent as that at the HLA-B locus.
Theoretically, unequal crossover or gene conversion is a mechanism that homogenizes allelic variation both within and between loci. If there is no mutation and no balancing selection, it will eventually wipe out all genetic variation in finite populations. Genetic variation at a locus is increased by gene conversion only when genetic variation from other divergent loci is introduced. Therefore, in the absence of mutation and selection, genetic variability at a locus is expected to decrease, on the average, though new allelic sequences may occasionally appear through recombination or gene conversion. In other words, it is important to realize that the primary factors that enhance genetic variability at an MHC locus are mutation and balancing selection. However, the mutation rate is not particularly higher than that for many other loci (Klein and Figueroa 1986; Nei and Hughes 1991) . Therefore, the major factor for the high degree of MHC polymorphism seems to be overdominant or balancing selection.
The present study has shown that interlocus recombination is relatively rare and that the genetic variation between MHC loci is enhanced primarily by mutation and selection. As shown by Klein and Figueroa (1986) , Hughes and Nei (1989a, 1990) , Nei and Hughes (1992) , and Nei, Gu, and Sitinikova (1997) , MHC genes are also subject to frequent duplication and deletion, and some duplicate loci may become nonfunctional. Therefore, the long-term evolution of MHC genes appears to be dictated by the birth-and-death model of evolution rather than by concerted evolution.
